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Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen:
I am indeed happy to be with you this afternoon and to have this
opportunity to speak on a subject which is close to us all:
our prepara>
tion to meet aggression.
I prize your invitation to give you ray views on the current
mobilization program. The publishing profession has always had my profound respect and admiration - as have the men and womenwho give it
vitality.
Your industry is the cirCUlatory system of democracy. Through
your papers, periodicals and books flow the information and ideas which
shape publ~c opinion. Without an informed electorate democracy could
not long survive.
To enslave the populace Hitler first captured the
press.
Here -the press contributed mightily to the preservation of
democracy in time of war, and it continues to do so in the twilight
peace which we now enjoy.
Today our democratic way of life faces a new teat - .. perhaps the
greatest in our history.
An imperialistic and militant Soviet Russia
ean no longer hide behind a mask of innocence and peaceful intentions.

For many years you people have been countering the false cODlDunist
propaganda or Soviet Russia with tact and logic. ''!'his is an important
role in our struqle
for survival, a,nd one Which'you must vigorously
continue._ But with a gun in our b$Cks, that is not sufficient.
Exposure
of the unsoundness of the CQJIIIlunistsystem will be of no avail if in t12
meantime.we ,fall before the military force of the Soviets.
The ,leadei:s
of the free world have recognimea this, and have gegl,iD to mobilime - ...
to avert war if possible -.,. bu.t it it comes, to wiD it.
In this critical period of fIOpili:aation, the pl,lblishing field has
added burdens ~ responsib1li ties~ While. you prool,lCeno weapons, your
indWiftry'S ~ontribution. to the prepaJledness effort is nonetheless vital.
FrQID you,r efforts and through YQ\I1' presse~ flow technical manuals,
trade and professional journals, text-books and general news periodicals.
On your pages ~ppear mobilization data of all kinds - historical,
reportorial"
analytical.
Through your- media of communications is
funneled the vi tal exchange of information and ideas b1 which science
advances, industry functions more powerfully and SJIlOothly,and bY Vlhich
our mobilization program can be both guided an4 tested.
Not the least of the fund8Dl6ntal prob1ems facing our. mobiU"ation
effort re$ults from the kind of mobili$ation it 1s "'-'mobilisation for
defenae. - It w, were an aggressor plamr1ng an attack, the whole program
would. be gt'eatl~ simplified.
k would then decide 'wl1en,Where-and hoW
the hostilities
w0l,11dbe~in. Military ~ oivilian requiremenw otall types could be predicted with -.uch peater acoUffl&CY.'
The danger ot
producing quantities of weapons'deetill8d to bec~ obSolete w9uld be
dimin1sbe4. The likelihood or our country becaJl1,nga principal
battlefield
would be lessened~ - Obvious-advantages appear all down the

line.
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But we are not mobilizing for attack. Our preparedness is for
defense, and we must accept and solve the greater problems presented by
a defensive rearmament program.
As I see it, there are three major objectives in our current
mobilization effort.
First, we must speedily build up our military
machine to a level adequate to meet the present tbreats of Soviet aggression. So long as Russia remains aggressive and unwilling to
cooperate in a realistic
international disarmament program, we must
constantly maintain our military establishment in a position of readiness.
It must at all times be SUfficiently strong to deter the Soviets from
launching an attack.
This period of vigilance and preparedness mayextend over many
years. If so, it will ineVitably result in waste -- in maintaining
large uniformed forces; in producing weapons, tanks and planes which
certainly will becomeobsolete and require periodic replacement.
And, such waste will be duplicated as we furnish similar military assistance to our friends in the free world. But this is an unavoidable
concomitant of defensive mobilization.
Wecan only hope by careful
planning and watchfulness to keep Buch costs to a minimum,copaistent
with our primary objective of insuring that our armed forces are always
capable of fighting a nrege!li and future war, not a Wli1 one. The
Maginot line taught us what befalls a nation that prepares to refight
the last war.
Obviously our second mobilization objective is to expand our industrial plant and maintain it in a healthy condition, capable of quick
harnessing to the requirements of an all-out war. There is no assurance
that a future war will be like World War II - a war of production. But
we simply cannot gamble on the chance that it will be a ehort war, or
the tY? of war which does not require a constant stream of enormous
quantities of all types of military armamentsand of essential civilian
goods. Every.'indication we have is that modernwarfare vfill put an
even greater strain on our industrial plant than did World War.II. One
thing is certain.
VIecannot hope to win a modernwar unless our
industrial machine is capable of making our mili tary force superior

in power to that of our enemies.
Since we are JOObilizing for defense, we must maintain industrial
flexibility.
While we must build a large military production potential,
it must not Qe so heavily oonmitted in any direction that it oannot
quickly be diverted and readjusted to meet new developments and requirements. Because our enemywill initially determine the time and place
of' battle, 've must keep our preparedness 'alert and pli811t, ready to
proceed swiftly along that course which, whe'n~ attack comes, seems
'to afford our great.est strategic opportunities.
In planning and building our industrial plant tor wartime production
we must anticipate that many of our production facilities
may be knocked
out by direct attack or sabotage.' In our 'highly .centralized masfJproduc~ion system it. would not be too difficult for an."neDIY to cause substantial reductionS in output. St4ll another taetor tQ be taken into
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account is the large impact of civil defense requirements on our
industrial potential in the event our great cities are bombed. Our
survival may well depend upon how clearly we recognize the dangers to
our industrial plant and how effective our planning is in organizing
to avoid these risks or, if they materialize, to absorb their impact
without serious interruptions to the vital flow of Rdlitary supplies.
We are today producing at the phenomenal rate of almost 330 billicn
dollars annually. And it is estimated that in 1952 private corpora ..
tions will spend 25 billion dollars to replace and expand plant
faci li ties.
This indeed is action in the right direction, and it must
continue. For an indefinite period we must count on having to produce
substantial quantities of military supplies in addition to nor.mal
civilian requirements.
Because we do not and cannot knowwhen, or even
if, war will actually come, we must have a permanent expansion of our
productive capacity if we are not to have a pemanent reduction in our
standard of living. Further, while the coin of inflation may have
"too much money an one side II it certainlY has "too Ii ttle goods on the
other. II And should production for total war finally becomenecessary,
the burden will be less heavy and spirits much lighter if the sad
event is not preceded by too much brown bread and austerity.
The thtrd major object! ve of the mobilization program is to insure
that industry has an adequate wartime supply of all strategio and
critical materiala.
It is on this aspect of mobilization that the
Senate Preparedness Committee has been devoting a substantial portion
of its time and energy. Its importance is manifest. Having the largest
and most efficient industrial plant in the world will give us cold
comfort unless it has an ample supply of all, not most, but all, of
the strategic raw materials required alike for peace or war. End
products combine dozens of materials, and a sbortgage of any one can
result in a fatal bottleneok and lost production.
On the strategic and critical
list of materials being stockpiled
under the National Stock Piling Act are 93 items. Domestic produotion
of most of these raw materials is either nil or far below even normal
industrial req uirements. Moreover, the sources of many of t~se items
are outside the area within the western hemisphere from whioh we could
hope to maintain a reasonable flow of imports during wartime.
To achieve this third objective our Government is doing ~everal
things.
It is stockpiling;
it is encouraging and a~siating in the develop ..
ment and expansion ot domestio produotion of these ra\1 materials.; it is
trying to induce trtendly foreign countr.ies to inorease tbeir output or
raw materialsi and, it is urging and spoDSOl'ingresearch -end development
or substitutes for materials whioh are e1ther in short supply now or Which
would be the minute war broke out.

The investigations at the Prepel'edXleSa Cclmd.ttee have disolosed,
that nPile" ot these co~ses W8S being PUT8ued ei.tIler Wi tb: 'ijle

ummpp11y,
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- 4 wanting. In each instance we have made recommendations w...lich, for the
most part, have been promptly implemented by the departments and agencies
concerned. And, I should add, with good grace too.
We found that in same cases our rate of stockpile acquisitions
Vias too rapid, in others, too slow; some stockpile objectives were
excessive, while others were inadequate. We found that the efforts
to develop and expand domestic production of strategic materials and to
induce foreign countries in the freedom bloc to expand their output
were being pressed neither with the vigor demanded by the urgency nor
the firmness necessary to ensure success.
Perhaps the best way I can illustrate these raw material problems is
to give ~u a few specific details about some of the investigations
conducted by the Coromittee.
Immediately after war broke out in Korea, and even before the
Preparednees Commi ttee, of which he is Chairman, was established,
Senator Lyndon Johnson of Texas~:took steps to improve our national
rub15er situation. Through his 'efforts the sale of several synthetic
rubber facilities as "surplus" was prevented. It is largely to his
credit that we have rehabilitated and reactivated the synthetic rubber
industry and achieved the present rates of production as fast as we have.
Contrasted with a production rate of approximately 270,000 tons
annually in January 1950, we are now turning out synthetic rubber at an
annual rate of about 830,000 tons. In addition, plans to increase this
produc tion another 140, oeo tons annually are under way"
Encouraging as is the »rogrees made and planned in synthetic rubber,
we have by no means solved our rubber problems. Even if synthetics
were a complete SUbstitute for all essential uses of natural rubber,
we are not yet able to produce our total annual r.ubber requirements
wl\ich last year amounted to ahout 1,250,000 tons. But more important
is the fact that Bubstantial and vital wartime rUbber products, suc~
as heavy trUck and airplane tires, reQuire certajn minimum percentages
of natural rubber , Coupled with this are the equally unhappy fac~s
that we must import every pound of natural rubber we use - 95% of it
from Southeast Asia, an area which undOUbtedly can be foreclosed to
us in any future war.
Our short-term rubber objective is to achieve preparedness through
expanded synthetic production for use in the present and completion of
the goal of our natural rubber stockpile for use in the future. The
time schedule for accomplishing this latter goal is obviously affected
by the impact of our first mobilization objective -- the immediate
build-Up of our military forces to meet present threats of aggression,
Current military and essential civilian requirements for rubber have '
been met without delays. But this, together with the necessity of
continuing additions to our stockpile, has made it necessary to restrict
the use of natural rubber in the manUfacture of various civilian products.
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These conservation measures have been at best mild and at worst
inadequate. In order to increase the rate o:Cadd1.tiona to the stockpile they will have to be mademore stringent.
Increased purchases
of natural rubber would probably drive an already excessive price still
higher. Hence economical stockpiling can comeonly from conservation.
Still another aspect of our short-term rubber objective is the
development of a domestic source of natural rubber from certain rubberbearing »Lante, such as guayuke and the saghyzes. The purpose of this
program is to insure a supply of natural rubber in the event war should
break out before our stock!>ile objective is filled.
Although this
project is still largely in the seed and seedling stage, sufficient
progress has been made that we nowcan be sure of producing some
natural rubber in the United States if the need arises.
This program
is one of insurance and we will not regret the premiwnpaid it a kind
providence makes it unnecessary for us to file a claim under the policy.
Our long-term rubber objective is to reduce our vulnerability by
becomingself-sufficient
in rUbber. Wecan accomplish this in two
ways. First 1 by perfecting synthetics so that complete substitution
for natural rubber is possible.. Second, by encouraging and assisting
South American countries in the establishment of a substantial and
commercially feasible hevea-tree, rubber industry. Both courses must
be vigorously pursued for, until we have ended our dependence upon
Southeast Asia for rUbber, our national security will remain in
serious jeopardy. The Vlorkof tIle COJmI\i
ttee, I believe, has hastened
the day when our rubber security vlill be complete.
Another raw material which came under the COIDIni
ttee's scrutiny
Vfastin. There we found ourselves !'ront row spectators at a dramatic
market spectacle.
Froma pre-Korea price of 76f" tin rose steadily on
the world markets to almost ~.2 per pound..
Current
A number of factors combined to produce this result.
consumer demandincreased sharply; our Govermnentwas corom!
tted by
contracts to substantial purchases for the stockpile at prices fixed
in the Singapore market (regarded by same as susceptible to being
rigged); speculators plunged into the market with a vengeance; and,
tin ptloduction remained about constant" at a level far below the
'then existing demand..
As you know, tin, like rubber , has manyessential uses, in peace,
as well as war. As with natural rubber , there are no domestic sources
of any consequence. It must literally all be imported. But fortunate~,
unlike natUral rubber', its sources are not so heavily concentrated in
distant Southeast Asia. Substantial quanti ties are produced in
Bolivia and Africa, areas which call reasonably be counted on as being
accessible to us during any future war with any presently identified

enemies.
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The largest single use for tin is in the manufacture of tin cans.
Normally this use amounts to about 1/3 of the tin consumedin the
United States, which, of course, has been for years the largest tinconsumingnation. A recent announcement that an aluminumand plasticcoated can has been developed to replace the tin can is important,
encouraging news. But nevertheless tin will probably remain on the
strategic and critical list for same time to came. Right nowaluminum
vlill probably do more for us in airplanes destined for the fighting
fronts than in cans destined for the city dump.
In this investigation the Committeediscovered that the tin
stockpile objective had been set unrealistically
high; faulty calculations had been made. The Munitiona Board thereupon revised it down"ard. But the amountof tin in the stockpile is still significantly
short of the lowered goal. While we still need tin, our need is happily not a desperate one. Viehave in the Uni.~edStates today more tin
than we had when the Japanese struck at t'earl Harbor. Andwe ended
World War II with large stocks left over.
As was the case with rUbber, the Preparedness Committeerecommendeda program of action designed to eliminate the causes of the tin
shortage. Our goal was to establish circumstances Whichwould enable
us to buy greater quanti ties of tin, but at reasonable rather than
extortionate prices.
To accomplish this goal we proposed two courses of action. The
first course was comprised of steps which the United States could take
alone in order to terminate immediately the costly and entirely unnecessary ,urchase of tin at excessive prices.
The Commdtteerecommantledthat the RFCbe given exclusive authority to import and sell
tin in the United States.
It urged that all current stockpile
purclwses be suspended, and that at the earliest opportunity the tin
metal contracts with the Belgian Congoand Indonesia be cancelled.
These measures Vlereall 'Promptly implementedby the exeoutive agencies
concerned.
The second couree of action Vias designed to solve the remaining
tin problems through the full cooperation of both tin producers and
tin consumers. Werecommendedthat an international tin conference
be held at once to work out agreements to increase production and to
make suitable allocations of world supply at stable, reasonable prices.
The Committeerecommendedthat our Governmentfurnish financial and
technical assistance to the foreign tin producers to help them expand
productdon; that tin-producing governments grant tax banef!ts and
other aid to encourage production-increasing projects; that our stockpile figures be disclosed to the tin producers and tPat long-term, fixedprice contracts be offered to assure producers a knownlarge and stable
demand. In addition, assurances viere to be given that our accumulated
stookpile would not be used to control the tin markets.
The conference was ~ld, in March of this year, but proved a
complete failure.
The tin producers are a fairly well-knit group. If
they are not actually a cartel, the resemblance is startling.
They
"

.

\
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have traditionally controlled world tin markets by establishing
production levels
quotas: Their position a.t the conference VIae in
accordance with this tradi tioD. ' 'They refused to increase production
and allocate supply. They dere~ndedexorbitant prices. They mmted
the United States to join with them in a formal cartel, on the theory,
I suppose, that the anti-trust laws do not apply to the United States.
The producers were more concerned with tb& possibility ot losing
their monopolistic control over the tin markets, and with the fear of
tin surpluses in the distant t'uture" than they were about tJ}e terrify1QJ
dangers r~\1 facing the free world.

and

I suppose, too, that they thought the United States didn't have
the courage to stop buying tin and that they could continue to sell
at f:2. 00 a pound. But we had the courage and today tin is about
:;'1.10 a 'Pound. The producers have learned a lesson they \'fill long
remember.
Weare nowhopeful that they will recognize the soundness and fairness of our position and will cooperate in the formulation of a sensible
tin program. But until they do, we will continue our present course
of centralizing tin importing, suspending stoc~)ile purchases, and
imposing restrictions
on the use of tin for non-essential goods~
Twoother materials investigated by the
tungsten, serve tQ bring out still different
materials preparedness efforts.
Both are of
manyessential industrial uses, and both are
supply.

Comm:i.
ttee, nickel and
problems facing our raw
vital importance, having
in critically short

85'";of the free world's nickel i;3 produced by International
Nic}::elCompanyof Canada, Whichhas an obvious and formidable monopoly
in the field.
Inco states that it is nowproducing at capacity and,
because of difficult mining and metallurgical problema, is unable
SUbstantially to increase its productive capacity.

As a result. we have to look to the few smaller producers and other
sources for additional production which will help narrow the wide gap
between current supply and requi.rements.
In pursuing this approach we discovered that ane obvious addi tional source of nickel V{BS being dangerously neglected,. even as much
as six months after Korean hostilities
commenced. The Govermnent's
Nioaro l;>lant in CUba,which ceased operations shortly after WorldWar II,
was still standing idle and steps to restore it to production were
proceeding at a snail's pace, Under the prodding of the Preparedness
Committeethe rehabilitation and reaotivation of Nicaro has been very
SUbstantially speeded up.
1'{icaro's output ean increase the free world's sU1?plyof nickel
about lCY,'~.Itsprese~t
(,\apacity is 16,000 tons annually. Although
during V/orldWar II actual production never reached capacity, we intend
to make sure that it is attained now.

- 8Because our major source of nickel is so close at hand, there is a
constant danger of complacency in the way we handle this problem.
The active gray market in nonessential-use
nickel, recently exposed,
is a reflection of this attitude.
The military snd essential civilian
requirements for-nickel are already so great, and constantly increasing"
that it is apparent we must develop more effective allocation and
oonservation measures. Finally, unless new sources. are discovered,
other metals will have to be Bubsti tuted for nickel.
The tungsten story is a preview of how total war could deprive
us of our principal sources of strategic and critical raw materials.
As ~ knOw large quanti ties of this metal are required for high speed
steels and' cutting tools, eleotronic equipment, and for cores in high
velocity armor-piercing shells.
China historically
has been the world's
largest producer ot tungsten, and, of course, we have been unable to
procure any tungsten from that source since well before its intervention in the Korean struggle.
The United States is only capable ot
producing less than halt' of our wartime tungste~ requirements. With a
far from completed stockpile objective, and virtually no other substantial sources readily aocessible, this is a far cry from real.
preparedness.
One of the most regrettable oversigbts of the Munitions Board in
establishing stockpile objectives occurred with respect to tungsten.
Until December1948, its calculations failed to take into account the
enormous military requirements for tungsten armor-piercing cores.
In the meantime" the Conununistswere overrunning China and cutting us
oft' from that vast source of supply.
In this situation we reoommendedmeasures to increase domestic and
foreign tungsten pro(luction. Wewere succe$stul in persuading the Army
to test a process developed as long ago 8$ 1948 by whioh cores from low
grade concentrates can be produced. If succeSSful, this method will
save both time, money, and tungsten, But it is clear that if we are
to achieve anYthing approaohing an adequate supply of tungsten for wartime requirements we must now pare its non-essential use to the bone.
Assux-ingadequate wartime supplies of strategic and critical materials
like rUbber, tin, nickel and tungsten, while we are -at the same time
drawing heavily on current supplies for our immediate military build-Up
program, presents many challenging problems as does virtually every
other part of our mobilization program. Those problems can and will be
solved. But they Wil:}.be solved neither by the releases of public
relations officers nor by oYer-optimistic-quarterlY reports.
They will
be ~olved by hard work, by ingenuity, and by respect for the cold facts.
Together the free natiQns of the world must dedicate their hearts,
their heads and their lu\llds to the task of becoming and remaining
mili t~ily
and industrially strong.. That and thet alone can convince
the Soviet imperialists
that any war they start will result ~n their
downfall. Complacencymust be c-ast out. The ''business-as'''usual"
attitude
still prevalent in the country to a marked degree must end.
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The 'necessar~ sacrifices and hardships must be accepted. All of us in
the free world must realize the grave character of the threats to our
sec uri ty, and how little
time we may actually have in which to prepare.
With imagination and vigor and above all with action nowwe will ensure
that no future historian will write of us, "They mobilized, but too
late, and with too little. II In this task yours is a great role. It
is for you to kindle the conscience of Atterica. For America aroused
is unconquerable.
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